
Cargo



Our long-standing expertise and financial 
strength are trusted by our global client 
base. Over the years we have grown into 
an aviation group with 450 staff and 25 
locations globally, serving all industries 
including commercial companies, 
governments and NGOs.

Cargo is one of our core products. For our 
clients, we transport any type of cargo 
globally to even the remotest destinations. 
Our specialist team can advise the  
most efficient solutions, tailored to the 
exact client requirements. 

Whether it be cargo charter, OBC (hand-
carry), express air cargo or ground 
transportation, we arrange the best 
option to suit your cargo shipment.

We ensure that every client’s 
requirements are met with dedicated 
professionals who are available 24/7.  
Our global network, along with our 24-
hour operations department, mean that 
you can be confident that your projects 
are in the most capable hands.

Aircraft Charter  
Experts.

Who we are.
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Trusted around the world since 1961, and  
now part of the Wheels Up family, we provide  
aircraft charter, aviation safety and security 
solutions, and managed services to industry, 
commerce, governments, and private individuals,  
as well as civil and military organisations.



Extraordinary  
service, delivered.

Our global network and expertise 
ensure your goods can be 
delivered anywhere in the world 
via our cargo service. 

We can offer tailor-made 
solutions to fit your budgetary 
and timing requirements via 
aircraft charter, OBC, express air 
cargo or ground transportation.
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AIRCRAFT CHARTER / PART CHARTER

As our core product, we have long-standing 
relations with thousands of operators globally, 
allowing us to offer you competitive and 
creative solutions for all different sized cargo 
on a full or part charter basis. Whether you are 
looking for a small jet to move highly urgent 
goods, or an Antonov to load oversized cargo, 
we have a range of aircraft available.

ONBOARD COURIER (OBC) 

Our personalised OBC service ensures 
your consignment travels quickly and is 
accompanied door-to-door, anywhere in the 
world. We have a global network of professional 
couriers holding relevant visas and frequent 
flyer statuses, enabling extra privileges with 
baggage, boarding and handling.

EXPRESS AIR CARGO (NFO)

With our express air cargo service,  
also known as ‘next flight out’ (NFO), your time-
critical cargo will be collected and transported 
via the next available scheduled flight. NFO can 
be an economical alternative to air charter to 
serve your time-sensitive cargo requirements.

GROUND TRANSPORTATION

If you need dedicated ground transport as part 
of a cargo charter project, or for the full routing, 
we organise and oversee the entire process. 
Whether it be a sprinter van within Europe, an 
air truck for an engine move, or an oversized 
international road transport requiring pre-
planned routes and permissions.

Meet the team

Meet Robert to  
discover more about  
our cargo services. 

ROBERT JUBB,  
HEAD OF CARGO, UK

https://youtu.be/y6qgpmo1MMw
https://youtu.be/y6qgpmo1MMw


Specialised cargo
transport services,
whenever you need it.
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TIME-CRITICAL SERVICES

When time is critical and every minute 
costs money, we provide urgent ad 
hoc charter and OBC solutions which 
are able to fly within hours. We provide 
a comprehensive proposal within 30 
minutes of your request for your airport-
to-airport or door to-door transport.
Our web-based booking and tracking 
system, RED-TRACK, gives you complete 
visibility of the shipment progress.

HEAVY & OUTSIZED

We provide bespoke charter solutions 
for the transportation of heavy and 
outsized cargo that cannot be easily 
loaded onto scheduled services. We also 
organise trucking solutions as part of the 
charter project. Our specialists have vast 
experience in load planning, securing the 
most suitable aircraft, airports and special 
loading equipment for a specific project.

AIRCRAFT ON GROUND (AOG)

Our rapid AOG response and time-
critical delivery of aircraft parts via 
aircraft charter and OBC is trusted by our 
clientele, which includes major airlines, 
MROs and logistics companies. We 
provide passenger transportation for 
flight crews and engineering staff, and our 
ACMI team is also available to provide you 
with a replacement aircraft, to help get 
your flight programme back on schedule.
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SECURE & HIGH-VALUE

Our expertise in the global movement of high-
value cargo (VAL + VUN) ensures the delivery of 
your precious consignments with the highest 
standard of security and confidentiality via 
cargo charter.

DANGEROUS GOODS

Transporting dangerous and hazardous goods 
can present a unique set of challenges. Our
cargo charter team can provide expert advice 
on regulations established by ICAO, IATA, 
USDOT and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  
We are on hand to help you throughout the 
process to ensure that the right aircraft is 
selected and the relevant transport permissions 
and diplomatic clearances are in place.

MILITARY & DEFENSE

Our team is experienced in handling complex, 
challenging and dangerous flight operations to 
deliver, plan and procure for all kinds of military 
cargo and vehicles. Using our global network, 
we communicate with key people at embassies 
all over the world, using diplomatic channels to 
secure permits and special exemptions.

HUMANITARIAN RELIEF

We offer solutions for large scale aid and relief 
worldwide for governments, international NGOs 
and aid organisations. Having been involved in 
most of the major relief efforts over the last two 
decades, we have unrivalled experience along
with the ability to monitor the continually 
changing situation on the ground. Thanks to our
aircraft operator connections and our local 
partner network, we are able to operate in the
most remote areas and arrange domestic 
distribution.

ANIMAL TRANSPORTATION

Whether your requirements are to fly livestock, 
bloodstock or exotic animals, our specialists 
provide carefully planned air charter solutions in 
line with IATA regulations and CITES guidelines, 
including penning or crating arrangements.

ENERGY

We have provided tailored cargo charter 
services to some of the biggest names in  
the oil & gas, mining and renewable energy 
industries for many years, in some of the
most challenging locations.



RED-TRACK:
Your cargo
tracking system.
Our in-house, web-based RED-TRACK technology 
enables you to confirm shipments with a click of a button 
and provides status updates to your chosen contacts.
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ALWAYS IN CONTROL

Our exclusive online technology gives you the full overview of your shipments in transit.

1 Secure online order 
confirmation and 
movement authorisation. 2 Option to choose who

needs to be informed
for each shipment.

3 Costantly updated tracking 
diary and traffic light 
system for each shipment. 4 Key event notifications

sent via your preferred
channels (email/SMS).



Specialised 
solutions for 
your industry.
Each industry has its own unique facets 
and challenges for which we provide 
tailor-made solutions to match.
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• Aerospace & Aviation
• Energy
• Automotive
• Marine
• Pharmaceutical
• Engineering & Manufacturing
• Medical
• Sport
• Entertainment



Going above 
and beyond.

MOVING HEAVY OIL & GAS EQUIPMENT

We were contacted by a US-
based cargo forwarder to assist 
with the transportation of six 
pieces of oil & gas equipment. 
The delivery weighing 3.5 
tonnes departed from Houston 
International Airport in the US, to 
Nouakchott Airport in Mauritania.

Due to the remote nature of the 
location, the lack of scheduled 
freighter service and the 
dimensions of the cargo, the 
team concluded that a chartered 
AN-26 aircraft was the most 
efficient delivery solution into 

Nouakchott. The AN-26 was 
located in Luxembourg, so 
the load was first flown from 
Houston to Luxembourg airport 
as a part charter on board a 
Boeing 747F.

The Cargo teams in the US 
and Germany worked closely 
together to ensure that the 
two flights were seamlessly 
transhipped onto the AN-26 
aircraft in Luxembourg, so 
that the equipment arrived in 
Mauritania in good time.

Case studies

MULTI-COURIER FLIGHT

We received a request to
transport a set of important
documents from Texas, USA
to a production facility
located in Niger. Working
to a tight deadline, the most
suitable connection was
routed via Europe with a
2-courier solution.

Within an hour of the order
being confirmed, the first
courier was ready at the 

collection location within
the US. The courier then
proceeded directly to Houston 
airport to check in for the next 
scheduled flight to Europe.

A second courier, with relevant 
visas for Niger, took over the 
shipment at Amsterdam airport 
where the documents were able 
to be flown on to Niamey airport 
to meet the delivery deadline.
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At the core of
our business.
As a global aviation services group 
with 25 locations worldwide, we are 
committed to providing incredible 
service to you.
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EXPERTISE

Our dedicated Account Managers go 
above and beyond to create bespoke 
flights around you for a seamless 
experience.

SAFETY

We continue to set the benchmark 
for safety in aviation which is why our 
Quality Management System far exceeds 
industry standards.

TRUSTED

Founded in 1961, we have more 
experience than any other provider. Our 
continued financial strength means you 
are in trusted and reliable hands.



Your world  
of cargo aircraft.
Our real-time aircraft availability 
database and aviation expertise enables 
us to source all types of aircraft to 
operate anywhere in the world.

Cessna Citation

Beech King Air 200

Cessna Caravan

MAX VOLUME (CBM) N/A

MAX PAYLOAD (T) N/A

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 5

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 1.2

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 9.5

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 1.5

Dornier 228

Metro 3

SAAB 340

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 17

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 1.95

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 13

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 2

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 35.8

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 3.85

500cm 13
8
cm

124cm

125cm

570cm

708cm

13
0
cm

130cm

115cm

170cm

14
5c

m
13
0
cm

16
0
cm

810cm

1108cm
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ATR42-300

AN26

ATR72

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 56

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 5.58

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 45

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 6.5

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 75

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 8.2

BAe 146

AN12

B737-300F

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 88

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 10

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 90

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 18

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 130

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 18

17
5c

m
18
5c

m

220cm

217cm

226cm

17
5c

m

342cm

280cm

317cm

28
0
cm

21
3c

m

1361cm

1150cm

1795cm

6 21
0
cm

1355cm

8

B727-200F

Tupolev TU-204

A310F

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 165

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 24

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 180

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 25

MAX VOLUME (CBM)  230

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 36.5

B757F

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 200

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 39

21
8
cm

20
2c

m

317cm

317cm

480cm

480cm

21
8
cm

15

13

16 29
5c

m

15
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IL76

B767-300F

A330-200F

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 240

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 48

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 450

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 54

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 475

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 68

MD11F

B777-200F

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 475

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 88

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 650

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 103

450cm

340cm

490cm

490cm

490cm

30
0
cm

32
5c

m

2000cm

24 25
0
cm

23 24
5c

m

26 24
5c

m

26

AN124

B747-800F

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 900

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 120

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 850

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 13530
0
cm

490cm

640cm

3650cm 4
4
0
cm

34

B747-400F

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 730

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 115

490cm

30
0
cm

8
30

A300-600F

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 420

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 46.5

480cm

24
5c

m

21

A300-B4F

MAX VOLUME (CBM) 300

MAX PAYLOAD (T) 44

480cm

24
5c

m

20



Delivering a range of 
services globally.
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Services

Expert training, 
consulting and 
managed services.

6Aircraft Sales  
& Leasing

Sell, acquire or lease 
any aircraft.

5Air  
Evacuation

Contingency planning 
with 24/7 response.

4Cargo

Charter & OBC 
solutions for any 
kind of goods.

1 2 Private Jets

A suite of flexible 
services, bespoke  
to you.

3 Group Charter

Private group travel 
for groups over 20.



UK
+44 1293 844 873

GERMANY
+49 221 966 933 55

ITALY
+39 0266 825 117

FRANCE
+33 674 90 48 05

TURKEY
+90 212 663 1020

USA
+1 954 359 4317

SINGAPORE
+65 8670 4883

DUBAI
+971 4 5727585

Worldwide
coverage.
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cargo@airpartner.com  |  obc@airpartner.com  |  aog@airpartner.com  

YOUR CONTACTS:



cargo@airpartner.com  |  airpartner.com

http://www.airpartner.com

